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The basic unit of composition is a(n) ……………………..

Word Sentence Paragraph Essay

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the relationship between topic and topic sentence?

They are one and the same.

The topic should not necessarily be mentioned in topic sentence.

Topic sentence should exactly echo the topic as it is stated.

The topic should be somehow limited in topic sentence.

2-

1.

2.

3.

4.

When all sentences in a paragraph support the idea stated in the topic sentence, we can say the

paragraph has------------.

unity coherence cohesion continuity

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When do we say that a paragraph has unity?

When the first sentence is a good topic sentence.

When it announces its main idea in the topic sentence.

When all the supporting sentences contribute to the reader’s understanding of the main idea.

When both “b” and “c” are established.

4-

1.

2.

3.

4.

An expression like “the best kind of dictionaries” cannot be considered as a good topic sentence

mainly because …………….

It is too general It is too specific

It is not a complete grammatical sentence It is an ungrammatical structure

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We usually start answering essay questions by …………………………..

Specifically referring to one point of it.

Making a general statement which contains the main idea of the question.

Exaggerating the importance of our answer.

Giving a separate list of key words.

6-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is WRONG in the following sentences?

“Other words in this unique category includes lynch, watt and zeppelin.”

Tense Subject-verb agreement

Unity Grammatical gender

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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In ……………………………, we should write objectively.

all kinds of writing

paragraphs of enumeration

paragraphs of stipulated definition

answering essay questions of university exams

8-

1.

2.

3.

4.

A(n) ………………………………is a numerical fact which presents significant information about a given

subject.

fact statistic stipulation average

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……………………………………are generally not used to support academic topics.

Anecdotes Examples Enumeration Definitions

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A(n)…………………………is a short, entertaining account of some happening which is usually personal.

Example Description Anecdote Enumeration

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………………………………….is probably the most common method of paragraph development in

English. 

Exemplification Enumeration Anecdote Statistics

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Words such as “kind, type, class, part,” which help us show the reader exactly what we are listing

are called ………………………

Listing signals Anecdotes Signal words Enumerators

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In a(n) ---------------, the writer lists the most important points first, then goes on to speak of the

other points.

Descending order Level pattern

Ascending order Anecdote

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

……………………………is a kind of enumeration in which we deal only with steps or stages.

Enumerator Process Chronology Narration

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What’s wrong with the following sentence?

“After a person is learning the language, he or she begins to feel more comfortable.”

Tense Number Gender Agreement

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Enumerators are rarely used in ………………….

Process ascending order

Enumeration Chronological order

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Which of the followingis correct about the tense of verbs in a paragraph of process and paragraph

of chronology?

Present tense is preferred in both.

Past tense is preferred in both.

Past tense is preferred for chronology, while present tense is preferred for process.

Present tense is preferred for chronology, while past tense is preferred for process.

18-

1.

2.

3.

4.

He was born --------------June 5th, 2012.

at on in of

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What’s wrong with the following sentence?

“In some areas, water levels will drop, as a result; these areas will no longer be able to support

industry.”

Number Tense Agreement Punctuation

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following sentences is correct?

In both comparison and contrast, we are equally interested in similarities.

In both comparison and contrast, we are equally interested in differences.

In comparison, we are interested in similarities, but in contrast we are interested in differences.

In comparison, we are interested in differences, but in contrast we are interested in similarities.

21-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Neither Kennedy's wife ---------------his children ---------------- expecting anything unsual to happen

that day.

nor / were or / was nor / was or / were

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A(n) ……………………….explains how you are using a particular term within a specific context.

Informal definition Stipulated definition

Formal definition Circular definition

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A formal definition includes all the following items EXCEPT ………………………..

Term Class

Distinguishing features Classifier

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A group of words which ends with a period but is not really a sentence is called a………………..

Semi-sentence Pseudo-sentence

Sentence-fragment Clause

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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If you define economics as the study of the economy, you have given a(n) ………………………..

definition.

Circular Overextended Overrestricted Stipulated

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A(n) …………………………definition is one in which the term being defined is more comprehensive

than the definition.

Circular Overrestricted Overextended Exaggerated

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Like the extended formal definition, the stipulated definition is usually ……………………….

One single sentence One single key word

Longer than one single sentence More than one single paragraph.

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The first paragraph of a composition is called a …………………………..

Topic paragraph Controlling paragraph

Definition Paragraph of introduction

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The ……………………….of the composition announces in very specific fashion what is to follow.

Controlling idea Topic

Controlling paragraph Definition

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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